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ACFIO

• 1 Crypto Asset Manager running Hedge fund
• www.acfio.org

INTRODUCTION
The first 100% algorithmic crypto asset manager surfing on two exponential
trends: the quantitative management wave and the crypto currency universe’s
expansion. Founded by ex-multi-billions asset managers in tier 1 banks, it will
propose all-weather performing investment solutions for crypto holders,
through Decentralized Autonomous Funds (DAFs).

OUR VISION

Investment Solution

Rise in crypto market
capitalization

Modern asset
management

Tokenization

To trade crypto-assets is
very convenient since it
may benefit from the full
power of smart contracts
with a completely
seamless structure
within the crypto
environment.

Our vision is that in a
few years time, large
institutional investors
will start diversifying
their investment
portfolio in order to
incorporate these new
assets in their
allocation.

The asset management
industry has been
dominated, in an
oligopolistic manner, by
large banks or financial
institutions for ages.
They have collected
huge amounts of fees
while delivering poor
performance.

Our vision is that,
within a few years,
most of today’s real
assets will be tokenized
implying that most of
the Stock Exchanges
will authorize the
issuance of shares in
crypto-currencies.

Volume
Even with the recent
market capitalization
records, BTC and ETH are
still a fraction of the largest
asset markets (equities,
fixed income …). Giving the
possibility to invest in real
assets would allow to
manage larger amounts of
funds from day one than
simply trading altcoins and
bitcoin.

Value Transfer
With efficient trading
strategies, lots of value can
be seized from the real
world and transfer back to
the crypto ecosystem. Such
value transfer shall fuel the
growth of the crypto world
and accelerate its journey
towards general acceptance
(virtuous cycle).

Diversification
Portfolio management
intrinsically relies on
diversification. Creating
numerous DAFs will offer
this possibility.

Reasons to choose us
Self Exchange Wallet
From AFC Wallet,
conversion of one
crypto currency to
another is possible

Investment Solution
Investment solutions are still
limited within the blockchain
ecosystem, restricting investors
to manage most of their savings
outside the cryptocurrency
environment

Expert Trading
the 1st crypto asset management
firm proposing to investors
performing and highly scalable
trading

DAFs
Combining this tokenization
with the emergence of
quantitative investment
strategies should allow to
create a leading actor in the
crypto quantitative trading
space.

Trading process

Register

Deposit

Buy

Trade

Register to our
wallet by providing
email address.

Deposit BTC, ETH,
etc into your wallet.

Buy AFC from
deposited and
confirmed BTC,
ETH, etc.

Trade with the
paired crypto
currencies within the
wallet.

Upcoming exchange listing


 CoinExchange.io


C-Cex



Poloniex



 Bittrex





Binance

About Us
AFC ambitions to become the 1st
algorithmic asset management company
for crypto investors.

The value proposal is underpinned
by long standing performing
trading running on a variety of
highly liquid assets.

AFC will benefit from a large range of
existing trading systems developed by
an experienced team in financial
markets.

A game changer, for both the
crypto world and the
traditional asset
management industry!

AFC will drive DAFs development
strategy, benefit from 85% of all
botons consumed (performance
fees) generated by the various DAFs
and allow for preferred access
during the future DAFs' launch.

Any device, anywhere

• Easy to use
• AFC is user friendly, can be
accessed from anywhere in the
world at any anytime and also
on any device.
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Social media

Facebook
Like AFC on
Facebook.

Instagram
Follow AFC on
Instagram.

Telegram
Follow AFC on
Telegram.

Twitter
Follow AFC on
Twitter.

YouTube
Subscribe AFC on
YouTube.

